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To all whomát ‘may Gomera:

lication in the method of app-lying the

Be it known that I, LLOYD I-I. KIRK, a sheathing to the solder to separate it from
citizen of the United States, residing at the gold.
55
5

Providence, in the county of Providence, I In the manufacture of articles of fine

State of Rhode Island, have invented cer
tain new and useful Improvements in Solder

jewelry, particularly gold chains, it is the
common practice to employ a hollow wire

Filled Wire and Method of Manufacturing 'of gold or other precious metal which is
Same, of which the following is a speciii íilled with a core of solder. The solder 'acts
catio

.

’

60

as a stiffening agent or reinforcement for

v

My invention relatesto improvements in the gold, whereby the wire may be bent into
the required shapes without causing it to

15

solder-filled wire for use in the manufacture
of articles ofl jewelry, such as chains,
1n
the method of producing the same. My im
provement is directed particularly to wire
stcck which may be cut into suitable lengths

buckle, and further serves as the medium
for soldering the joints when the wire is I
bent into a loop or link or united to another

part. The chain may be made by hand or

and bent into links or other forms with the in automatic machines-by cutting the wire

abutting ends of the wire soldered together into suitable lengths; bending it into links;
_
y looping the links together; and then solder#
One object of the improvement 1s to pro lng the abutting ends of the wire atl the
vide a solder-filled wire in Vwhich the solder joints of the links by applying heat thereto.
is prevented from fusing into, or being ab In the manufacture of high Ägrade chains,
sorbed by, the gold or other precious metal where the gold or other precious metal is
surrounding it when it is subjected to heat relatively tine, it has been found practically
during the soldering operation.
impossible to prevent the solder from fusing
Another object of the improvement is to into the surrounding metal when the wire is

by applying heat to the Oínts.
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provide a wire in which the solder will flow heated during the soldering operation. That
is -to say, gold of a high'degree of ñneness
is relatively soft and somewhat porous so
that when the solder is melted or fused th‘e
gold absorbs a portion of it. Where the

more freely and abundantly from the ends
when subjected to heat to more securely
solder the joints of the links or other parts.
A further object of the improvement is to
provide a wire which will Ibe more ductile
and pliant, whereby it may be readily bent
and twisted into the required shapes with
out fracturing or rupturing the stock.
Other objects of the improvement will ap-.
pear from the description of the invention
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solder is taken up or absorbed by the gold
the wire will not be securely united.
To prevent this absorption of the solder
90

ends, I have devised a new and improved

Fig. l, is a perspective view of the bar method of separating or insulating the
or ingot of gold or other precious metal solder from the gold or other precious metal
from which the wire is drawn;
as next explained: Referring to the draw
Fig. 2, a similar view of the core of solder ings, 2 designates an ingot of gold or other
which forms the filler for the wire;
precious metal which may be >cast by the
Fig. 3, an enlarged view of the finished >usual method `in a cylindrical mold. A suit
wire, shown -partly in section at one end to able core may be placed at the center of the
illustrate the core of solder and its protect mold during the process of casting the metal

ing sheath which separates it from the gold;

75

it will not flow as freely as required to the
joint being soldered and hence the ends of _ 85

by the precious metal surrounding it, and
contained in the following specification to provide a wire which may be more readily
which is illustrated by the accompanying and securely soldered at the joinder of its
drawings. In the drawings:

70

so as to form a cylindrical bore 3 extendin

Fig. 4, an end view of the same;
longitudinally of the bar or ingot 2, anä
'Fig'. 5, an enlarged view of a ch-ain link adapted to receive the filling of solder; or,
formed from the wire; and
if preferred, the ingot 2 may be cast solid
Fig.' 6, a composite view showing a modi~ and afterward drilled to provide the bore 3.
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After the ingot is cast a steel mandrel is
usually driven into its bore 3 and the ingot
is then subjected to a rolling operation. The
rolling action acts to smooth and straighten
the bore 3, to remove any irregularities in
the casting, and to further reduce the metal
to a more uniform density in all its parts.
After the ingot or blank 2 has been pre

pared in the above described manner, or by
any other suitable method, the filling or
core of solder may be applied to its bore
3 as follows: Referring to Fig. 2 of the
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mandrel and driven or forced into the bore
3 of the ingot and the solder core after

ward forced into the tube. If preferred, the
solder may be melted and poured into the
tube, and the unitary core then forced or 70
driven into the bore 3; or any other method
of uniting the parts of the structure may be
employed to obtain the result desired. For
instance, as a further modification of the

process of lining the ingot I may iirst coat' 75
or electro-plate the interior of the bore 3 of
the ingot 2 with copper or a similar im-

drawings, 4 designates a cylindrical strip pervious material, and afterward pour or
or wire of solder which is preferably of force the solder into it. In other instances
slightly less diameter than that of the bore the wire of solder may be first plated or
3 in the ingot 2. To this solder wire 4 l sheathed with a thin layer of copper, and
apply -a coating 5 of a relatively dense or the gold or other precious metal then de
substantially impervious material or metal posited onto it by electro~plating, or rolled
which serves as the protecting sheath to around it in suitable forming dies.
separate the solder from the gold. I have
While l have herein shown and described
found that» a thin coating of copper serves my improved wire~stock as being circular in
the purpose intended very satisfactorily, and cross-section, it is to be understood that it
a layer of the copper may be conveniently may be produced in other shapes, such for
deposited onthe surface of the solder by the
usual electro-plating process. One advan
tage in using a copper coating is due to the
fact that this metal possesses a high degree
of thermal conductivity, and hence it acts
not only to confine the solder, but also to
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instance as oval, flat, rectangular, or polyg
onal forms.
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My improved wire‘stock is adapted for
various uses in jewelry manufacture and
kindred arts and is an important improve

ment over the ordinary type .of wire as pre
transmit the heat to the solder to cause it to viously constructed. A particular advan
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fuse quickly. It is to be understood, how tage effected by the separation of the solder ever, that I do not limit myself solely to the from the gold or other precious metal in the
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use of this metal since other materials of wire is that the solder is prevented from
an impenetrable or impervious nature hav being absorbed thereby. For this reason my

ing heat-resisting properties could be em
ployed for the same purpose of separating
the solder from the gold. For instance, l
mayuse a coating of graphite, heat-proof
paint or other compositions for protecting
the precious metal from the solder.
After the strip or wire of solder has been
coated or plated with its protecting sheath

improved wire -ma be more securely sol
dered either at its joinder to other parts or
at the joints of the links in the chain, be
cause the solder will ñow freely and abund
antly from the ends of the wire. Another
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important advantage in the use_of my im
proved wire results from the fact that it is
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more ductile and pliant and can be bent or
5, the core 4 is forced or driven into the twisted without causing its rupture or frac
bore 3 of the ingot 2 to form a substantially ture. The gold or other precious metal be

integral filling therefor. The ingot or blank ing preserved in its natural state is pre
2 is then placed in a wire-drawing machine vented from becoming brittle after heat'
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` and drawn down to the required diameter, and hence the links or other articles forme
which varies in accordance with the use to from the wire may be further worked after
50
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_which the wire-stock is to be put. Fig. 3 the soldering operation. This is of utmost
illustrates a length of the finished wire with importance in manufacturing curb chain,
its laminated structure shown in section at the twisting or curbing ofthe links of the
one end, and Fig. 4 is an end view of the chain being done after _they are looped to
same, both of these views being considerably gether. I have found that chains manufac
enlarged to show the component parts of tured from my » improved wire - may be
the wire. Fig. 5 illustrates the formed link curbed without the least danger of fractur
6 which _is soldered at the joint 7.
ing or splitting the gold, whereas with other
In Fig. 6 l have illustrated another types of wire the chain cannot be curbed
method of producing the ‘ improved wire without danger of breaking or damaging

which consists in the following steps: The

the links.
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ingot or blank 2 is cast as above described,
il believe Í am the ñrst to provide a wire
or otherwise formed with an axial bore 3 for for the purpose above described in which

receiving the solder core, and the bore may the gold or other precious metal is Separated
be llned with copper or other suitable metal and protected from the solder core or ûller l
by inserting a relatively thin tube 8 there to ärevent the solder from fusing into the
Into. The tube 8 may be placed on a rod or gol. or being absorbed thereby; therefore
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l claim this feature broadly both as regards with a solid core of solder while providing
the `-article itself andthe method of roduc a sheath of impervious- material entirely
ing it. l claim and desire to secure by Let separating
the solder from -the precious
ters Patent of the United States:
metal of the ingot, and ñnally drawing the
1. An improved solder-filled _wire for use ingot down into a Wire.
in jewelry manufacture or kindred arts com
5. An improved method _of producing
prising a holl‘ow body of precious metal, a wire-stock
Jfor use in jewelry manufacture

core of solder contained therein, and a thin orv kindred arts èconsisting in providing a
sheath oi impenetrable material enclosing hollow
blank of precious metal and a core
the solder core to separate it from the pre of solder; applying a layer of substantially
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cious metal to prevent it from being absorbed impervious material to the exterior of the
core; inserting the core in the blank; and 45
2. As a new article of manufacture, a drawing the blank down into a wire hav
composite stock for use in jewelry manufac
15 ture or kindred arts conslsting in a lami ing the solder separated from the precious
metal to prevent it( from being absorbed
nated structure having an outer layer com thereby.
- _
prising Va substantial thickness of precious 6. That method of producing wire-stock 50
metal; a layer of solder underlying the for use in jewelry manufacture or kindred
precious metal contiguous thereto; and a
20 thin sheath of Isubstantially impenetrable arts which consists in providing a core of
coating the core on its exterior with
material overlying -the solder to separate solder;
a
substantially
material; apply
it from the precious metal to prevent it from ing a lbody of impervious
precious
metal
around the 55
being absorbed thereby. '
I
coated ‘ core and forming the composite
3. An improved solder-filled wire for use
25 in jewelry manufacture or kindred arts structure into a wire.
7. That method of producing wire-stock
comprising a hollow body of gold, a core of for use in jewelry .manufacture and -kin
solder, and asheath of copper enclosing the dred arts which consists in providing a core
solder to separate it from the gold to pre of solder; electro-plating «the surface of 60

thereby.
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vent it from being absorbed thereby.

'" the core with copper; applying a body of

d.’ An improved method of forming Wire precious metal around the core; and form
stock for use in the manufacture of jewelry ing` the composite structure into a wire.
consisting in providing an ingot of precious In testimony vvhercoiZ l ailix my signature.
metal having an axial bore, filling the bore '
LLOYD H. KIRK.

